
Sample SOP for Logistic and Supply Chain Management

Here is a sample Statement of Purpose for Batchelor’s degree in Logistics and Supply Chain
Management. But keep in mind that this is only a sample. You must personalise it according to your
achievements and qualities.

The realisation that supply chains are inevitable and everywhere in this world came to me pretty early.
My father owns a small shop, and I have grown up watching products getting delivered and going to
the customers. From an early age itself, I got interested in the procedures through which the products
reaches the customer. And this is the reason why I am interested in studying Supply Chain
Management. That’s why, when most of my friends were opting for science at the High School level, I
opted for commerce.

I am currently studying in (Name of the School) at (Name of the state and country). The commerce
program at our school is excellent with its panel of veteran teachers. We have conducted seminars and
workshops on  Supply Chain Management before. I have done my final project on this topic as well.

I have maintained excellent grades throughout my High School years. And scored (95%) in grade 11,
which put me in the top 10% of students in our school. Besides this, I have participated in
extra-curricular activities. I am an active member of the Math club at our school, and we have won
several competitions at the national level. I have always been inclined to math and have been a
problem solver.

With my academic achievements, reference material and research, I am hugely enthusiastic and
determined to pursue my course in supply chain management and logistics. I want to opt for a global
degree to get a top-level education in this field so that I can work with the best of the best. I hope to
learn from the top manufacturers and then bring back the knowledge to my home country someday.

I had been researching for a long while for the top universities to study Logistics and Supply Chain
Management. And in this research, I came to know about your excellent university. (Name of the
University) impressed me with its excellent Supply Chain Management program, with esteemed
professors and high-tech facilities. It also appealed to me that you have the highest campus
placements.

Admission to your esteemed university will give me the best possible chance to boost my skills and
knowledge while gaining global insights simultaneously. I am hopeful that my academic and
professional credentials are sufficient for securing me a seat in the (name of the program) with the
session beginning in (month). I am attaching a brief academic resume along with all the necessary
documents to help you make a decision on admitting me to your institution.


